Cyber Resilience Perception Gaps: What Could Go Wrong?
While I acknowledge that nearly all athletes at an elite level have a tremendous amount
of drive, wrestlers in particular seem to operate at a higher level of fortitude. Not that
my athletic history is anything to write about, but I wrestled in college and have been
surrounded by amazing athletes of all sports. I've known Olympians, world champions,
college champions and everything in between. The one constant observation is that
wrestlers have a capacity to push themselves harder than most and display an
unrivaled mental toughness—that and a deep desire to eat.
Socrates once said, "I swear it upon Zeus an outstanding runner cannot be the equal of
an average wrestler."
Wise words considering being fleet of foot is how a wrestler starts his day. In the
business arena, being fast or strong doesn't necessarily rank as a top priority in our
service economy. So why should you care?
"Wrestling, in particular, is thought to require more individual commitment than most
other sports due to the nature of the training and competing itself. The logical
inference, then, is that with other sports, an athlete can go to practice or a game, and
then go home to relax. Wrestlers, due to the weight class requirements, have to
maintain their focus and drive around the clock for years at a time," says Mendelson, a
former college wrestler.
"In addition, wrestling is an individual sport and the athlete experiences both failure
and success as an individual. As a result, the wrestler endures more physical,
emotional, and psychological stress, both positive and negative, than an athlete in
another sport."
I can tell you that the biggest lesson I learned during my wrestling career was humility.
Even the great Dan Gable lost a match. Over the years I learned that getting knocked
down was just part of the process to work even harder and to improve. I now
encourage the success of others because I enjoy the challenge of meeting those higher
expectations. Even during the all-night programming sessions to launch new features
on Hitched, it has never felt difficult since I know 100 of those nights will never be as
hard as a single wrestling practice.
The competitive spirit in other athletes might argue that they too exude these same
qualities at the same level. They might be right, which is why the question you should
pose during an interview is asking about their entire athletic background. Saying that,
when the bullet points begin to once again merge as you stare down two athletes, I
recommend you go with the wrestler.
"Once you've wrestled, everything else in life is easy." ~ Dan Gable
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